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What is Mutalyzer?

The aim of this program suite is to support checks of Sequence Variant Nomenclature
according to the guidelines of the Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS). a

awww.mutalyzer.nl
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http://varnomen.hgvs.org/
http://www.hgvs.org/
https://mutalyzer.nl/
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What is Mutalyzer?

HGVS descriptions

NM_007294.3:c.5123C>A

Identified as pathogenic.
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https://preview.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/variation/55407/
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What is Mutalyzer?

Basics

NM_007294.3:c.5123C>A

Syntactic checking

Semantic checking

Is the reference sequence given?

If a gene symbol is given,is it between parenthesis?

If a transcript variant is given, is it preceded by “ v”?

etc.

If a substitution “A>T” is given at a certain position,

Are two adjacent deletions given? (if so, we have to group them).

A large delins is given, might it be an inversion?

etc.

is there really an “A” in the reference sequence?

Input string recognition.

Data extraction into a format the computer can understand.

Use this in combination with the context for semantic checking.

Requirements:

HGVS guidelines

relevant data format
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Some definitions

• A formal language is a set of strings.

• A string is a finite sequence of characters drawn from some alphabet.

• An alphabet is a finite set of characters (symbols).

• A grammar is a formal description of a language that can be used to recognize its
structure.

The language of palindromes over:

Σ = {a, b, c}

is the set:
{ε, a, b, c , aa, bb, cc , aaa, aba, aca, bab, ...}

6/29 Development Work Discussion



Primer on Languages and Grammars

Regular languages

FSM - The simplest model of computation:
  - Small computer or controller with limited memory;
  - Finite and usually quite small.

Regular

Finite state automata

A language is a REGULAR LANGUAGE if and only if some FSM recognizes it.

What languages are not regular? Anything that requires memory.

The FSM memory is very limited:

a b a1b1

a b
a1b1

a b

a b

a2b2or

This limitations disqualify this class of languages when we want to use nested expressions.

 - the FSM cannot count.

abaababaab
w w

ww

anbn

a b a

a
b

b
b

a

b

ab(a|b)*

 - the string cannot be stored;
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Context-free languages

Context-free

Regular

Finite state automata

Push down automata

E 🠖 E + T | T

T 🠖 T x F | F

F 🠖 ( E ) | a

Variables (non-terminals): E, T, F.
Terminals (symbols from alphabet): +, x, (, ), a. 
Rules (productions): E 🠖 E + T | F 

Grammar definition example

Derivation

E ⇒ E + T ⇒ T + T ⇒ F + T ⇒ a + T

  ⇒ a + F ⇒ a + ( E ) ⇒ a + ( T )

  ⇒ a + ( T x F ) ⇒ a + ( F x F )

  ⇒ a + ( a x F ) ⇒ a + ( a x a )

Left most derivation

Parse tree
Start rule: E

E

+E T

T

F

a

F

( E )

xT F

F

a

a

T

A sequence of steps where non-terminals are 
replaced by the right-hand side of a production.

Always expand the left most nonterminal.

Abstracts away the actual order in 
which the rules are used. It only 
rembers which rules were used.
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Context-free languages - ambiguity

Context-free

Regular

Finite state automata

Push down automata

E 🠖 E Op E | int
Op 🠖 + | - | x | / 

E

E

int

Op E

E EOp

+ int x int

E

E

int

OpE

E EOp

xint + int

A CFG is ambiguous if there is at least one string with two or more parse trees.

S 🠖 T | T + S | T - S
T 🠖 int | int x T | int / T

S

int

T

T

xint + int

S

T

Designing unambiguous grammars is 
tricky and requires planning from the start.

There is no automatic mechanism to check 
if a grammar is unambigous.

Ambigous Unambigous

Essential ambiguity and spurious ambiguity.

An ambiguous string is spuriously ambiguous if all its production trees describe the 
same semantics; if some of them differ in their semantics, the ambiguity is essential.

8/29 Development Work Discussion



Primer on Languages and Grammars

Chomsky hierarchy

Type-0
Recursively enumerable

Type-1
Context-sensitive

Type-2
Context-free

Type-3
Regular

Finite state automata

Push down automata

Linear bounded automata

Turing machines

, N E 🠖 and N
May contain rules that transform an arbitrary (non-zero)
number of symbols into an arbitrary (possibly zero) number 
of symbols.

, N and 🠖 , with and
Only one (non-terminal) symbol in its left-hand side gets 
replaced by other symbols, while we find the others back, 
undamaged and in the same order, in the right-hand side.

E 🠖 E + T and N
On the left hand side there is only one terminal or non-
terminal, while multiple non-terminals or terminals can be 
present on the right-hand side.

E 🠖 , with and N
A non-terminal produces zero or more terminals, or
zero or more terminals followed by one non-terminal.
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Chomsky hierarchy

Type-0
Recursively enumerable

Type-1
Context-sensitive

Type-2
Context-free

Type-3
Regular

Finite state automata

Push down automata

Linear bounded automata

Turing machines

Image source: Dick Grune and Ceriel J. H. Jacobs, Parsing Techniques - A Practical Guide.
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Non-Chomsky proposals

Type-0
Recursively enumerable

Type-1
Context-sensitive

Type-2
Context-free

Type-3
Regular

Finite state automata

Push down automata

Linear bounded automata

Turing machines
Non-Chomsky grammars find their origin in user objections to Type 0 and Type 1 
grammars ease of use issues.

Examples:

Two-level grammars.

Attribute and affix grammars.

Recognition systems:

Why do we cling to a generative mechanism for the description of
our languages, from which we then laboriously derive recognizers,
when almost all we ever do is recognizing text? Why don’t we
specify our languages directly by a recognizer?

PEGs (Parsing Expression Grammars).

10/29 Development Work Discussion



Primer on Languages and Grammars

Parsers

• To parse a string according to a grammar = to reconstruct the production tree(s)
that indicates how the given string can be produced from the given grammar.

• Parsing has relevance only in the context of determining the semantics of a string.

parser

S

int

T

T

xint + int

S

T

int + int x int

S 🠖 T | T + S | T - S

T 🠖 int | int x T | int / T

Grammar
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Parsers

parser

S

int

T

T

xint + int

S

T

5 + 3 x 7

S 🠖 T | T + S | T - S
T 🠖 int | int x T | int / T

int 🠖 [0..9]+

Grammar

tokenizer

int + int x int
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Parser types

... there are only two techniques to do parsing; all the rest is technical detail and
embellishment. a

ST

T

intxint + int

S

T

Top-down

Bottom-up

Begin with the start symbol.

Reatedly rewrite any non-terminal.

Usually uses a left-most derivation.

End when there are only terminals.

Identifies the production rules in

prefix order.

Begin with the tokens.

Reatedly combine the tokes.

Usually uses a right-most derivation.

End when the start symbol is reached.

Identifies the production rules in

postfix order.

Keywords: predict and match. Keywords: shift and reduce.

a
Dick Grune and Ceriel J. H. Jacobs, Parsing Techniques - A Practical Guide.
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Parser types

Non-directional methods

Top-down Bottom-up

Unger parser CYK parser
- Construct the parse tree while accessing
the input in any order they see fit.
- Require the entire input to be in memory
before parsing can start.

Directional methods The predict/match automaton The shift/reduce automaton

- Easy to program.
- O(NM+1) where M is the maximum number of non-terminals
in any right-hand side in the grammar.

Earley

Chart parsing

Definite Clause Grammars (DCG)

Cancellation parsing

- Access the input tokens one by one in
order, all the while updating the partial
parse tree(s).
- Depth-first or breadth-first.

- Based on dynamic programming, used primarily for computational
linguistics.
- O(N3) worst case performance.
- O(N2) for unambiguous grammars.
- O(N) for grammars for which a deterministic method would work.

Deterministic directional methods LL(k) LR(k)
- Breadth-first search, with bread restricted
to 1, bounded look-ahead.
- Unbounded look-ahead.

LALR(k)

SLR(k)

Deterministic with postponed
("non-canonical") node identification.

LC(k) NSLR(k)

Partitioned LR(k)Partitioned LL(k)

Generalized deterministic Generalized LC Generalized LR

Generalized cancellation
- Maximally restricted breadth-first search.

Generalized LC

12/29 Development Work Discussion



Primer on Languages and Grammars

Parser types

LL(0) LR(0)

SLR(1)

LALR(1)

LL(1)

LL(k) LR(k)

LR(1)

unambigous grammars ambigous grammars

12/29 Development Work Discussion



Primer on Languages and Grammars

Parser types
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

HGVS descriptions guidelines as a grammar

Type-0
Recursively enumerable

Type-1
Context-sensitive

Type-2
Context-free

Type-3
Regular

Finite state automata

Push down automata

Linear bounded automata

Turing machines

Mutalyzer 1
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

HGVS descriptions guidelines as a grammar

RESEARCH Open Access

A formalized description of the standard human
variant nomenclature in Extended Backus-Naur Form
Jeroen F J Laros1, André Blavier2, Johan T den Dunnen1, Peter E M Taschner1*

FromECCB 2010 Workshop: Annotation interpretation and management of mutations (AIMM)
Ghent, Belgium.

Abstract

Background: The use of a standard human sequence variant nomenclature is advocated by the Human Genome
Variation Society in order to unambiguously describe genetic variants in databases and literature. There is a clear
need for tools that allow the mining of data about human sequence variants and their functional consequences
from databases and literature. Existing text mining focuses on the recognition of protein variants and their effects.
The recognition of variants at the DNA and RNA levels is essential for dissemination of variant data for diagnostic
purposes. Development of new tools is hampered by the complexity of the current nomenclature,which requires
processing at the character level to recognize the specific syntactic constructs used in variant descriptions.

Results: We approached the gene variant nomenclature as a scientific sublanguage and created two formal
descriptions of the syntax in Extended Backus-Naur Form: one at the DNA-RNA level and one at the protein level.
To ensure compatibility to older versions of the human sequence variant nomenclature, previously recommended
variant description formats have been included. The first grammar versions were designed to help build variant
description handling in the Alamut mutation interpretation software. The DNA and RNA level descriptions were
then updated and used to construct the context-free parser of the Mutalyzer 2 sequence variant nomenclature
checker,which has already been used to check more than one million variant descriptions.

Conclusions: The Extended Backus-Naur Form provided an overview of the full complexity of the syntax of the
sequence variant nomenclature,which remained hidden in the textual format and the division of the
recommendations across the DNA,RNA and protein sections of the Human Genome Variation Society
nomenclature website (http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen/). This insight into the syntax of the nomenclature could
be used to design detailed and clear rules for software development. The Mutalyzer 2 parser demonstrated that it
facilitated decomposition of complex variant descriptions into their individual parts. The Extended Backus-Naur
Form or parts of it can be used or modified by adding rules, allowing the development of specific sequence
variant text mining tools and other programs,which can generate or handle sequence variant descriptions.

Background
Unambiguous descriptions of genetic variants are impor-
tant to prevent mistakes in the clinical diagnosis of dis-
ease [1]. The Human Genome Variation Society
(HGVS) promotes the use of a standard human
sequence variant nomenclature, which has gradually
evolved as the result of continuous additions and

changes [1-4]. The standard nomenclature has been
designed mainly for use in tables in the literature and in
gene variant databases (locus-specific mutation data-
bases, LSDBs). Due to technological improvements (next
generation sequencing, microarrays), a growing number
of complex variants are now detected at relatively high
resolution, bridging the traditional divide between chro-
mosome analysis in cytogenetic diagnostics and single
gene analysis in DNA diagnostics. This is also reflected
in recently proposed extensions of the standard nomen-
clature [5] and the incorporation of symbols from the

* Correspondence: P.Taschner@lumc.nl
1Department of Human Genetics, Center for Human and Clinical Genetics,
Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, the Netherlands
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

Laros et al. BMC Bioinformatics 2011, 12(Suppl 4):S5
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/12/S4/S5

©2011 Laros et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. - 1-

A formalized description of the standard human

variant nomenclature in Extended Backus-Naur Form

Additional File 1 – DNA and RNA variant nomenclature

EBNF

Jeroen F.J. Laros1, André Blavier2, Johan T. den Dunnen1, Peter E. M.
Taschner1§

1Department of Human Genetics, Center for Human and Clinical Genetics, Leiden

University Medical Center, Leiden, Nederland

2Interactive Biosoftware, Rouen, France

Email: Jeroen Laros - j.f.j.laros@lumc.nl; André Blavier - ablavier@interactive-

biosoftware.com; Johan den Dunnen - ddunnen@humgen.nl; Peter Taschner§ -

P.Taschner@lumc.nl

§Corresponding author

Extended Backus-Naur Form of DNA and RNA variant nomenclature a

Basic lexemes

Nt → ‘a’ | ‘c’ | ‘g’ | ‘t’ | ‘u’ | ‘A’ | ‘C’ | ‘G’ | ‘T’ | ‘U’

NtString → Nt+

name → ([a–z] | [A–Z] | [0–9])+ e.g. MLH1

Number → ([0–9])+ e.g. 123

           

13/29 Development Work Discussion
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HGVS descriptions guidelines as a grammar

Type-0
Recursively enumerable

Type-1
Context-sensitive

Type-2
Context-free

Type-3
Regular

Finite state automata

Push down automata

Linear bounded automata

Turing machines

Mutalyzer 1

Mutalyzer 2
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Pyparsing based HGVS parser

The pyparsinga module provides a library of classes that client code uses to construct
the grammar directly in Python code.

Here is a program to parse ”Hello, World!”:

from pyparsing import Word, alphas

greet = Word(alphas) + "," + Word( alphas ) + "!"

hello = "Hello, World!"

print(hello, "->", greet.parseString(hello))

The program outputs the following:

Hello, World! -> [’Hello’, ’,’, ’World’, ’!’]

ahttps://github.com/pyparsing/pyparsing

14/29 Development Work Discussion
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Primer on Languages and Grammars

Pyparsing based HGVS parser

Var       → SingleVar | MultiVar | MultiTranscriptVar |
            UnkEffectVar | NoRNAVar | SplicingVar

Nt        → ‘a’ | ‘c’ | ‘g’ | ‘t’ | ‘u’ | ‘A’ | ‘C’ |
            ‘G’ | ‘T’ | ‘U’
NtString   → Nt+
name      → ([a–z] | [A–Z] | [0–9])+

Number    → ([0–9])+

Loc       → PtLoc | RangeLoc
Offset    → (‘+’ | ‘-’) (‘u’ | ‘d’)? (Number | ‘?’)
RealPtLoc  → ((‘-’ | ‘*’)? Number Offset?) | ‘?’
IVSLoc    → ‘IVS’ Number (‘+’ | ‘-’) Number
PtLoc     → IVSLoc | RealPtLoc
RealExtent → PtLoc ‘_’ (‘o’? (RefSeqAcc | GeneSymbol) ‘:’)?
            PtLoc

...

from pyparsing import *

class Grammar():

  Var = SingleVar ^ MultiVar ^ MultiTranscriptVar ^ \
        UnkEffectVar ^ NoRNAVar ^ SplicingVar ^ ProteinVar

  Nt = Word('acgtuACGTU', exact=1)
  NtString = Combine(OneOrMore(Nt))
  Name = Word(alphanums, min=1)
  Number = Word(nums)

  Loc = Group(PtLoc('PtLoc'))('StartLoc') ^ RangeLoc
  Offset = Word('+-', exact=1)('OffSgn') + \
          Optional(Word('ud', exact=1))('OffOpt') + \
          (Number ^ '?')('Offset')
  RealPtLoc = Group((Optional(Word('-*', exact=1))\
             ('MainSgn') + Number('Main') + \
             Optional(Offset)) ^ '?')

  def __init__(self, output):
    self._output = output
    ParserElement.enablePackrat()

  def parse(self, variant):
    try:
      return self.Var.parseString(variant, parseAll=True)
    except ParseException as err:
      return None
...

grammar = Grammar(output)
parsed_description = grammar.parse(description)

...

hgvs_ebnf_grammar.txt grammar.py
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Mutalyzer 3.0

MutalyzerM
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More library
oriented

approach.
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Mutalyzer 3.0

Converts between different coordinate systems.

hgvs_description

hgvs-parser

description_model

retriever

reference_model

crossmapper

x_variants

mutator

description-extractor

observed_sequence

normalized_hgvs_description

Parses the HGVS description and converts it into its 
corresponding description model.

Retrieves the reference file and parses it to provide its 
corresponding model.

Applies the variants on the reference sequence to obtain 
the observed one.

Extracts the HGVS description from the reference sequence
and the observed sequence.
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HGVS Parser

hgvs_description

parserhgvs_grammar.txt

parse_tree

converter

description_model

hgvs-parser
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HGVS Parser

hgvs_description

parserhgvs_grammar.txt
1

Find a parsing library
that accepts the CFG model.

Get the HGVS CFG model.

2

Define description model.3

Convert the parse tree into
the description model.

4

Action flow

parse_tree

converter

description_model

hgvs-parser
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HGVS Parser

hgvs_description

parserhgvs_grammar.txt
1

Find a parsing library
that accepts the CFG model.

Get the HGVS CFG model.

2

Define description model.3

Convert the parse tree into
the description model.

4

Action flow

parse_tree

converter

description_model

hgvs-parser
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HGVS Parser

Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF)

• A convenient means for writing down the grammar of a context-free language.
• It allows for very compact specifications.

• The ISO 14977 standard defines a common uniform precise EBNF syntax:

Notation

=

Usage

definition

Example Meaning

, concatenation

; termination*

' ... '

" ... "

rule = lhs, "=", rhs ";";

| alternation A | B Either A or B.

- exception consonant = letter - vowel;

repetition AC: C AC AAC AAAC*

[ ... ] optional [ A ]

{ ... } { A }

{ ... }- { A }-

Zero or one instance of A.

Zero or multiple instances of A.

One or multiple instances of A.

(* ... *)

? ... ?

terminal string

AC = 3 * [ "A" ], "C";

repetition

comments

special

(* This is a comment *)

? A ? A is not defined in the standard.

18/29 Development Work Discussion
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HGVS Parser

Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF)

Source: Pete Jinks - Computer Languages.

18/29 Development Work Discussion
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Parsing in Python

Parser generators

Write the grammar and run the tool to generate a Python parser.

• ANTLR:
• Written in Java, but generates parsers for Python and many other languages.
• Based on an adaptive LL algorithm proposed by the author.
• Implicit grammar divions: lexer rules and parser rules.

• lrparsing:
• Grammars are defined as Python expressions.
• Pretty good documentation.

• PLY:
• Provides the basic lex/yacc functionality, LR-parsing.
• Grammar written in Python code in a BNF-like format.
• Lexer and parser functions can be used separately.
• Extensive documentation.

19/29 Development Work Discussion



Parsing in Python

Parser combinators

Combine different pattern matching functions that are equivalent to grammar rules.

• parsy:
• Easy way to combine simple, small parsers into complex, larger parsers.
• For LL(infinity) grammars.

• pyparsing:
• Alternative approach to creating and executing simple grammars, vs. the traditional

lex/yacc approach, or the use of regular expressions.
• The pyparsing module provides a library of classes that client code uses to construct

the grammar directly in Python code.
• It is PEG.

More information here.

20/29 Development Work Discussion

https://tomassetti.me/parsing-in-python/


Lark Parsing Library for Python

Features

• Parse context-free grammars.

• Handles ambiguity.

• Build a parse-tree automagically, no construction code required.

• Available parsers: Earley, LALR, CYK.

• Outperforms all other Python libraries when using LALR(1).

• Can also generate a stand-alone parser (for LALR(1) grammars).

• Almost EBNF standard.

21/29 Development Work Discussion



Lark Parsing Library for Python

Features

22/29 Development Work Discussion



Lark Parsing Library for Python

Terminals

• Must be uppercase.

• Can be defined as a combination of literals and other terminals.

• Unnamed literals ("keyword" or "+") and terminals whose name start with an
underscore ( _DIGIT) do not appear in the parse tree.

<NAME> [. <priority>] : <literals-and-or-terminals>

Literals can be one of:

• "string"

• /regular expression+/

• "case-insensitive string"i

• Literal range: "a".."z", "1..9", etc.

23/29 Development Work Discussion



Lark Parsing Library for Python

Rules

• Are always in lowercase.

• Can be extended to the next line by using the OR operator (“|”).

<name> : <items-to-match> [-> <alias> ] | ...

Each <items-to-match> is one of:

• rule

• TERMINAL

• "string literal" or /regexp literal/

• (item item ..) - Group items

• [item item ..] - Maybe. Same as: (item item ..)?

• item? - Zero or one instances of item (”maybe”)

• item* - Zero or more instances of item

• item+ - One or more instances of item

24/29 Development Work Discussion



Lark Parsing Library for Python

Example

from lark import Lark

grammar = """

sentence: noun verb noun -> simple

| noun verb "like" noun -> comparative

noun: adj? NOUN

verb: VERB

adj: ADJ

NOUN: "flies" | "bananas" | "fruit"

VERB: "like" | "flies"

ADJ: "fruit"

%import common.WS

%ignore WS

"""

parser = Lark(grammar, start=’sentence’, ambiguity=’explicit’)

tree = parser.parse(’fruit flies like bananas’)
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Lark Parsing Library for Python

Example

tree = parser.parse(’fruit flies like bananas’)

from lark.tree import pydot__tree_to_png # Just a neat utility function

pydot__tree_to_png(tree, "examples/fruitflies.png")

25/29 Development Work Discussion



Lark Parsing Library for Python

HGVS with Lark

description: reference ":" (COORDINATE_SYSTEM ".")? variants

reference: reference_id specific_locus?

reference_id: ACCESSION ("." VERSION)?

ACCESSION: LETTER (LETTER | NUMBER | "_")+ ((DIGIT DIGIT) 
        | ("_" DIGIT))

VERSION: NUMBER

specific_locus: genbank_locus | LRG_LOCUS

genbank_locus: "(" ((ACCESSION "." VERSION)
            | GENE_NAME ("_" GENBANK_LOCUS_SELECTOR)?) ")"

GENE_NAME: (LETTER | NUMBER | "-")+

GENBANK_LOCUS_SELECTOR: ("v" | "i") NUMBER

LRG_LOCUS: ("t" | "p") NUMBER

COORDINATE_SYSTEM: ("c" | "g" | "m" | "n" | "r")

...

from lark import LARK

...

parser = Lark(grammar='hgvs_ebnf_grammar.txt',
        parser='earley', start='description',
        ambiguity='resolve')

parsed_description = parser.parse(description)

...

hgvs_ebnf_grammar.txt grammar.py
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HGVS Description Model

NC_00001.11(NM_012345.1):c.100del

hgvs-parser

description_model

{
  "reference": {
    "accession": "NC_00001",
    "type": "genbank",
    "version": "11"
  },
  "specific_locus": {
    "accession": "NM_012345",
    "type": "genbank",
    "version": "1"
  },
  "coordinate_system": "c",
  "variants": [
    {
      "type": "del",
      "location": {
        "type": "point",
        "position": 100
      }
    }
  ]
}
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HGVS Description Model

NM_00001.1:c.[1=;(5_7)del;*1-3C>A;10_20delinsGA]

hgvs-parser

description_model

  {
    "type": "substitution",
    "location": {
      "type": "point",
      "position": 1,
      "offset": -3,
      "outside_cds": "downstream"
    },
    "deleted": [
      {
        "source": "description",
        "sequence": "C"
      }
    ],
    "insertions": [
      {
        "source": "description",
        "sequence": "A"
      }
    ]
  },

"variants": [
  {
    "type": "equal",
    "location": {
      "type": "point",
      "position": 1
    }
  },
  {
    "type": "del",
    "location": {
      "type": "range",
      "uncertain": true,
      "start": {
        "type": "point",
        "position": 5
      }
      "end": {
        "type": "point",
        "position": 7
      },
    }
  },

  {
    "type": "delins",
    "location": {
      "type": "range",
      "start": {
        "type": "point",
        "position": 10
      },
      "end": {
        "type": "point",
        "position": 20
      }
    },
    "insertions": [
      {
        "source": "description",
        "sequence": "GA"
      }
    ]
  }
]
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